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An Element of Change
As we collectively proceed to investigate new
alternatives to produce renewable energy, it is only
logical to investigate using the most abundant element
in the universe, hydrogen, accounting for 90% of all
molecules in the universe
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Energy Sector Reflection
Looking back at the year that was 2021, it would be fair
to say that it was the year that solidified the need
to modify energy systems and consider sustainable

INTRODUCTION

alternatives in the pursuit
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By Odwa Magwentshu

As we usher in the year 2022 we take this time to reflect on the
previous year and look forward with optimism. A lot took place
in 2021 and some call it the year which will be remembered as
one of the most important in the combat against climate change.
Much is expected from this year and to start things off, we have
also looked into the innovation which has been made possible
by the first element. Hydrogen has so much potential to move
the world to one which runs purely on renewable energy. To be
more specific, green hydrogen should be used as grey hydrogen
has proved to be problematic. The latest addition to the move
towards a future powered by the most abundant element in the
universe is the Prieska Power Reserve Project in the Northern
Cape. Sitting down with Martin Walzer was incredibly insightful as he provided us with a better understanding of the uses of
green hydrogen given his 20 years of experience.
Lest we forget, there has been a lot which has been done on our
social media platforms and if you missed anything, our highlights
are included in the issue. But first thing is first, let us dive in
deeper to unpack green hydrogen.

Media Statement by Minister of
Public Works and Infrastructure
On 20 September 2021, I announced the opening of the
Request for Information (RFI) process for the Integrated
Renewable Energy and Resource Efficiency Programme
(iREREP).
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Social Media Highlights
Social media is the best platform to stay in touch with
the latest industry updates and here are some of the
highlights.
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Upcoming Events
This section will keep you updated with upcoming
events to look out for in the energy sector.
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AN ELEMENT OF CHANGE
By Odwa Magwentshu
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As we collectively proceed to investigate new
alternatives to produce renewable energy, it
is only logical to investigate using the most
abundant element in the universe, hydrogen,
accounting for 90% of all molecules in the
universe. The element is found in abundance
in Jupiter, along with other large planets
and in the composition of the sun. On Earth,
it is hardly found on its own and found as a
compound such as water, fossil fuels and
living things. In the chemical industry, it is
used to produce plastics, pharmaceuticals
and ammonia through the Haber process. It is
also used in the oil refinery process to remove
sulphur from the old dinosaur remains.
As an element, hydrogen has several
properties that give it a great argument for
the gas to be used as a source of renewable
energy. Firstly, the people that work with
it will appreciate that it is an odourless and
colourless gas. Furthermore, the element has
a specific energy which is 263 times greater
than Lithium-ion batteries per kilogram of
energy. Another property that it is known
for is its low density which is why the first
application was to be used in airships and is
notoriously known for the Hindenburg, after
the airship caught fire on 6th May 1937. One
of the most obvious advantages is that when
the element combusts, the by-product is
heat and water. Experimentation of the uses
of hydrogen as a fuel source started in 1939
by Francis Bacon by testing the fuel cell in a
forklift. The test was done on the work done
by William Robert Grove in the development
of the fuel cell in 1839. The extraction of
hydrogen from compounds have been the
area of debate as most of the hydrogen
obtained has been grey hydrogen. Grey
hydrogen refers to the production of hydrogen
from fossil fuels with a by-product of carbon
dioxide. With the reduction in the price to
produce clean energy, we have witnessed
the introduction of green hydrogen and as
the name suggests, the hydrogen is produced
from green or renewable energy.
To investigate the feasibility of the first
element as a source of energy, we sat down
with Martin Walzer. Martin Walzer is involved
in many renewable energy projects in Europe
and South Africa, with the Prieska Power
Reserve Project being the latest addition to
his impressive career.
1. The first question is concerning the
Prieska Power Reserve Project and how the
project come about?
We are renewable energy developers here
in South Africa originating in the solar space

with solar and battery storage and everything
regarding the development of such projects.
We have our fleet of solar plants mainly in
the agricultural space in the Northern Cape.
I also have an extensive history of experience
of 20 years in the industry and the following
hydrogen for the same time. Hydrogen has
only now become interesting and I could see it
coming we started prospecting in 2017/2018.
We are now in the development stage in the
Prieska project in the Northern Cape where we
are developing one of these mega hydrogen
hubs for South Africa. Also related, we have
other projects as well in the pipeline such as
one project in Port Elizabeth (Qhebhera) with
an English lead consortium. We are a purely
South African consortium between us, Cenec
and Mahlako, as our liaison to government,
funding and other institutions. We mainly
focus on the project’s technical portion and
the market fundamentals.
2. Once the project reaches its conclusion,
will you continue to oversee the running of
the project?
Yes, we are interested to remain a minority
shareholder given the history and the
background that we have on the project.
Having that we have developed the project
from the grass-roots stage up to now and
the relationships that we have garnered and
been one of the projects in the Infrastructure
Development Scheme for strategic reasons.
Therefore we see ourselves as a stakeholder
in the long term engagement and will expand
the project in further phases.
3. One of the primary products that will be
produced in the project is hydrogen. Hydrogen
is also starting to get a buzz in electric
vehicles. Do you see South Africa adopting the
use of hydrogen in cars or will the element be
mainly used for power generation?
I cannot see power generation in the South
African context due to efficiencies and the
power costs are not feasible. I only see it being
used in special applications like data centres
where one needs critical power infrastructure
for uninterrupted power, so there is market
space there. But with transportation, you are
right. Not so much in cars and more towards
heavy transportation.
4. Storage tends to be a big issue around
hydrogen. Is there a way you looking to go
around the issue?
We will be storing hydrogen in the form of
ammonia.
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5. Given that you are storing it as ammonia,
will you be also be looking at supplying
fertilizer companies?
In the future, yes, for now, we are focusing on
getting the most market incentive and for the
first phase, this will be exporting the gas to
countries that are going to pay a subsidy or
grant us a stabilised price for a certain time
and this is mostly Japan, America and Europe.
6. When speaking on hydrogen, the
Hinderburg crash comes up frequently. Do
you have any thoughts on this?
I believe that that story was not based on
a technical perspective because when you
watch the videos, the hall is what is of fire. This
is because hydrogen is very light and when
you pinch a hole in a hydrogen container, it
evaporates immediately into the atmosphere
and goes up very fast. This is why you can fire
a bullet at a pressurised hydrogen tank and
nothing happens.
7. What would say that the future of hydrogen
in the context of South Africa?
This is the elephant in the room in terms of
questions. What is the potential and what is
the role of South Africa? When you look at the
whole hydrogen economy in terms of what
is coming up, then there is a big opportunity
for countries like South Africa because of the
renewable resources you have. The old story
is that you drill into the ground and you will
find oil or you find gas and there are certain
hot spots in the world where you can find
that. The oil of the future is going to be green
hydrogen because there is no carbon dioxide
in the cycle. This sustainable cycle can be
achieved in places where you have high yields
of renewable energy such as solar and wind
energy, which is a by-product of space. The
place with large amounts of space in South
Africa where as Europe doesn’t have such
luxuries. This means that for sure, by 2035
South Africa will have more power-producing
capabilities installed for hydrogen than Eskom
has now in its whole fleet.
8. Lastly, do you have any final words of
wisdom?
I am not sure wisdom is the right word but as
renewable energy developers expand, which
will lead to a lot of jobs being created with the
support of the government through reskilling
programs. Which would lead to South Africa
becoming an energy exporter instead of an
importer.
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ENERGY SECTOR REFLECTION
By Odwa Magwentshu

Looking back at the year that was 2021, it would be fair to say that it
was the year that solidified the need to modify energy systems and
consider sustainable alternatives in the pursuit. Shortly after the year
started, in February, there was exposure to the inefficiencies of the
Texas power grid due to the lack of regulatory oversight and failure
to plan for the worst. COP 26 was also a point of reflection on efforts
and progress that countries had made in the fight against climate
change. Not to forget that the global pandemic introduced in 2020
had caused major supply chain issues and ultimately brought about
the commodity supercycle. Locally, we faced severe load-shedding
imposed by the power producer and at the time of writing, the oil

Bid Window Round 7 Opens
(February 15)

Gas to Power Procurement
(Launch of Gas Power
Generation RFP)
(February 28)

Energy Storage Bidders
Announcement
(May 4)

Bid Window 7 Preferred
Bidders Announcement
(September 30)

1

price is having a meteoric rise due to geopolitical tension. Luckily
the circumstances were not overlooked and there was an amendment
of schedule 2 of the Electricity Supply Act, allowing companies to
generate 100MW without a license. That is enough electrical power
to electrify approximately 100’000 houses. This provides companies
with the opportunity to become self-sufficient with power generation
and pursue becoming independent power producers.
If you have considered the opportunity, then it would be wise to save
the below dates ahead of us in 2022:

1
2

Energy Storage RFP
(February 25)

4

Coal to Power
Procurement RFP
(TBC)

6

Gas to Power
Procurement RFP Close
(September 2)

8

Coal to Power Procurement
Bid Submission
(December 4)

3

5

7

If all is done well, the next 10 years could lead to South Africa becoming an exporter of electricity.
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MEDIA STATEMENT
BY MINISTER OF
PUBLIC WORKS AND
INFRASTRUCTURE,
PATRICIA DE LILLE (MP)
By Department of Public Works and Infrastructure

On 20 September 2021, I
announced the opening of the
Request for Information (RFI)
process for the Integrated
Renewable Energy and Resource
Efficiency Programme (iREREP),
aimed at evaluating the market for
additional ideas and information
which comprehensively looks
at ways to deliver mutual value
through
strong
partnerships
across Government and the private
sector.
The programme will be the largest
programme for the procurement
of renewable energy and resource
efficiency for public facilities.
The DPWI as the largest landlord
and facilities manager in the
country, has a responsibility to not
only deliver and manage quality
infrastructure but to combat
climate change and sustainable
development through its mandate
- such as providing buildings for
government service delivery.
Also known as the Photovoltaic (PV)
and Water Savings on Government
Buildings Programme, this project
was gazetted as a Strategic
Integrated Project (SIP) in July
2020 as part of the Infrastructure
Investment Plan which was
approved by Cabinet in May 2020.
The DPWI property portfolio as
the largest property portfolio in
the country is responsible for
the consumption of a significant
amount of electricity and water
and generation of a significant
amount of waste. Recent studies

places annual electricity and water
consumption at an estimated 4021
Gigawatt hours 39 million kilolitres
respectively, with over 822 kilotons
of waste generated. This equates to
an average annual expenditure on
electricity and water of R2.4 billion
and R1.8 billion respectively.
The RFI process for ideas from the
market opened on 20 September
and by the closing date on 27
October, 58 submissions had been
received.
The proposed solutions from the
responses are varied, as one
would expect from a wide-ranging
call for information and ideas.
Through this RFI process, the
Department wanted to gain
additional market insights that will
feed into the Request for Proposals
(RFP) process, further structuring
the
implementation
of
the
Programme, as well as providing
an understanding of the appetite
and readiness of the market to
participate in this Programme.
To ensure the successful roll-out,
we wanted to encourage interested
parties to share information that
may be relevant to the structuring
and implementation of the
Programme on topics raised in the
RFI.
We also sought to obtain a
high-level
understanding
of
optimal technical solutions that
are available in relation to the
Programme and the capacity of the
private sector to deliver on such

solutions. This process has been
valuable in doing so.
As government, our role ultimately
is to create the conditions
conducive for economic growth
and job creation by the private
sector and ensuring that specific
targets are set for the employment
of women, youth, and people with
disabilities.
Over the months of November
and December, the Department of
Public Works and Infrastructure
(DPWI), supported by National
Treasury’s Government Technical
Advisory
Centre’s
(GTAC)
scrutinised the submissions, and
were able to determine the local
content and local manufacturing,
small to medium enterprises
(SME) participation, job creation,
skills development, enterprise
and supplier development and
socio-economic development.

Importantly, the technical
experts were also able to gain
a better understanding of the
concerns raised by the market.
I am delighted to announce
the outcomes of the work
performed by the RFI Evaluation
Committee,
following
the
information received from the
RFI, and the plan to expand on
the Request for Proposal (RFP)
using the feedback received
from the market over the
months ahead.
RFI OUTCOME
Overall, we are delighted
with the level and quality of
responses we received in this
phase of the programme. It is
evident that we will be able to
find companies or consortiums
with the requisite capability to
deliver on the programme.
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Although the RFI phase was not a compulsory
requisite to submit in the RFP phase, we are
grateful to the all the bidders who submitted,
allowing us to ensure a robust roll-out of the
iREREP.
From information obtained from the RFI, we
can confirm that:
There is an eagerness for collaboration
amongst players from various sectors that
have indicated they would want to participate
(Agriculture, ICT, Services, Marketing and
Communications).
Local content
The majority of respondents believe the
Programme can achieve the local content
thresholds set for the Programme, a big
positive on the manufacturing side is
that 12% of the respondents were local
companies currently providing locally
manufactured components that can be
utilized in the Programme, including solar PV
modules, lamps, fixtures, ballasts, lighting,
HVAC control systems, electric motors,
heat pumps, sensors, batteries, charging
infrastructure, transformers, compensation
systems, smart meters, sprinkler control
devices, boilers, and low flow faucets with
aerators.
There was good response from the
respondents to support the achievement of
both South African entity participation and
Black ownership entity participation.
SMME Participation
Encouragingly, there is high interest
from SMMEs who want to participate in
the Programme and have experience on
various aspects of the Programme, 36% of
respondents are Exempt Micro Enterprises
(EMEs); 17% of respondents Qualifying Small
Enterprises (QSEs); 53% of respondents
Small to medium enterprises (SMEs); 29% of
respondents large enterprises.
Job Creation and Skills Development
It is satisfying to see many of the responses
believe that the Programme can be used
to create jobs, develop the skills base
of South African citizens, previously
disadvantaged persons, youth and people
living with disabilities, and meet the socioeconomic development targets and related
spend, contributing immensely to local
communities.
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Furthermore, on youth development,
respondents indicated that they would like to
partner up with the Department in ensuring
and providing:

to putting the Infrastructure Investment
Plan in action and contribute to our goals of
achieving the Economic Reconstruction and
Recovery Plan to revive our economy.

accredited training initiatives in respect of
Solar PV, Energy Efficiency, ICT, project
management, electrical and mechanical,
financial modelling, and maintenance of
renewable energy systems;
fast-tracking the accreditation of existing
professionals;
increasing the number of Economic
Development points available allowing for
Job Creation and Skills Development on the
Programme;
increasing the involvement of previously
disadvantaged persons in the manufacturing
and assembling of components and
equipment;
driving
strategic
partnerships
with
existing skills development institutions,
TVET colleges, Sector Education and
Training Authority (“SETAs”), the Public
Administration Leadership and Management
Academy and other learning institutions;
partnering with the Department’s Expanded
Public Works Programme;
rolling out and using online learning
platforms
promoting apprenticeships, learnerships
and on the job training;
partnering with other complementary
programmes;
hiring and training semi-skilled staff and
previously disadvantaged youth

In taking our work to the next level, we want
to widen our collaborative process.
Over the next couple of months building
up to the Request for Proposals (RFP)
announcement, the DPWI, supported by
National Treasury’s Government Technical
Advisory Centre’s (GTAC), will host a series
of information workshops meant for further
engagement with government and private
sector.

We have already started the process
of unlocking private sector funding and
narrowing the funding gap through catalysing
dedicated funding mechanisms created to
assist small businesses. The Programme
has engaged various local, regional and
international funding institutions and there
is already strong appetite from various
funding institution who have expressed their
interest in participating in this Programme
by providing funding for technical assistance,
debt and equity.
Through a dedicated office, the Innovation
Project Preparation and Development Office
(IPPDO) supported by the Government
Technical Advisory Centre (GTAC) and
appointed Transaction Advisors who have
experience in developing various renewable
energy projects and resource efficiency
projects, we are confident that we have the
required capacity to run this process.
It is also our aim to continue to further
strengthen this Programme in our quest

The workshops will focus on the themes and
pertinent questions raised in the RFI allowing
us to design a more responsive RFP.
We encourage private sector participants
across renewable energy, energy efficiency,
water efficiency and alternative waste
management and through their various roles
including prospective bidders, prospective
sponsors, lenders, local manufacturers,
prospective suppliers, prospective advisors
and other interested parties as we further
cement partnerships between Government
and the Private Sector, to join us for the
sessions and look out for the invitation and
dates for their respective sector engagement.
The RFP will be released in the first quarter
of 2022.
We would also like to see possible
partnerships and collaboration by private
parties to enable them to deliver an
integrated solution.
The Department will also host a bidder’s
conference following the opening of the
RFP and will announce details on this in the
coming weeks.
As we continue the road to economic recovery,
there is an even greater need to partner in
the investment and implementation of South
Africa’s Infrastructure Investment Plan to
facilitate social and economic development
in an effective and purposeful way.
See link to initial RFI statement here for more
background details and what the iREREP
programme aims to achieve: read RFI.
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OUR SOCIAL MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
By Kutlwano Lechesa

Government and organisations in the private sector continue to work exceptionally hard to transform South Africa’s energy sector
to the best it could be. Social media is the best platform to stay in touch with the latest industry updates and here are some of the
highlights:

Remarks from Minister of Mineral Resources
and Energy, Mr. Gwede Mantashe, at The South
African Youth Economic Council Energy Summit,
click here to read the remarks.

Hydrogen remains an interesting topic. The
hydropower industry worldwide has undergone
some radical transformations in the past two
years, influenced primarily by the COVID-19
pandemic. Here are five trends that took place in
2021. Read Hydro Review.

On 27 January 2022, Minister of Public Works
and Infrastructure, Patricia de Lille released a
statement regarding outcomes on the RFI for
the Integrated Renewable Energy and Resource
Efficiency Programme. The full statement can be
accessed here.

To stay connected with us and the energy industry, follow us on all our social media platforms:
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UPCOMING EVENTS
The compelling case for energy storage if Africa is to achieve net zero in carbon emissions

“

“

“The developments in energy storage will make a massive difference to the efforts to achieve net zero in
carbon emissions over the next period,” says Jo Dean, board member and spokesperson for the South African
Energy Storage Association (SAESA). “We represent the interests of cutting-edge technology companies, which
will collectively change the landscape of renewable energy and distributed generation in South Africa.”

SAESA and Enlit Africa have announced
a unique partnership to launch Africa’s
first platform for Integrated Storage and
Alternative Power Solutions that will look
at both renewable and energy storage
solutions in a holistic manner, offering real
world solutions. This will be showcased
at the next live, in-person Enlit Africa
conference and exhibition in Cape Town
from 7–9 June 2022.
“SAESA has been a valuable industry partner
over the years,” says Claire Volkwyn, Enlit
Africa’s head of content, “and we are excited
to take this relationship to the next level with
this partnership by hosting a platform for
this very specialised and vital sector in the
energy landscape, especially in the context
of a rapidly changing power and energy
landscape and an increasingly urgent push
for new solutions for the growing energy
gap.”
The platform showcasing Integrated Storage
and Alternative Power Solutions will take
a technologyagnostic approach for realworld solutions aimed at the private sector,
municipalities and energyintensive power

users looking for practical, implementable,
and financially viable alternatives. Says
Volkwyn: “energy storage is the catalyst
for new power generation technologies to
mature, and this platform will unpack some
of the mystery and technical complexities.”
Additionally, there is a need to set up
new regulations and standards to build
confidence in this sector and reduce project
risk. The platform will host global experts
within the private sector, government,
and institutional organisations to unpack
the practical standards and regulatory
suggestions for the industry to adopt.
In the run-up to the live Enlit Africa event
in Cape Town in June next year, regular
technical and educational content will be
hosted on their digital platform Enlit AfricaConnect and ESI-Africa, creating a yearround engagement platform for this sector.
Power & Energy Elites Formerly known
around the continent as African Utility Week
and POWERGEN Africa, Enlit Africa has
been connecting the utility industry on the
continent for more than two decades. Last
month’s digital edition was a precursor in
the lead-up to the hybrid event in Cape Town

in June next year.
Enlit Africa’s successful transition to digital
The fast-growing attendee numbers and
feedback from participants and partners
fully support the remarkable and successful
transition that the organisers of the event
have made from in-person events to
providing a digital forum for the industry to
connect via live, online events on the Enlit
Africa Connect platform.
The four digital events that have been
hosted in the past 20 months have attracted
more than 10 000 registered attendees,
representing more than 70 countries and
featuring 50 speakers.
All the previous Enlit Africa sessions remain
available for free on demand on the event
platform. For access, register on the Enlit
Africa-Connect platform by clicking here.
Industry support Eskom, the Department
of Mineral Resources and Energy and the
City of Cape Town have been official hosting
partners of the event for many years and
2021 has been no exception.
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Our Sponsors
Our Sponsors:
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